
WELCOME TO 
FACEWORK 
Preparing Indian young people 
for the jobs of the future 



TRAINING 

PRACTICAL FOCUS – these sessions will help you gain the skills and confidence to run the Facework programme, 
deliver the chapter’s work and find ways to produce new content, and sustain the programme. 

DEVELOPMENT FOCUS – this will develop your skills and understanding of how Facework works but also how you 
as a professional can develop key training, leadership, and social entrepreneurial skills 



DEVELOPMENT FOCUS 

HOW WE LEARN
• Actively
• Socially
• Reflection
• Application
• Contextual
• Feedback
• Mistakes

You will need to download this activity worksheet for this session



INTENDED OUTCOMES FOR THE SESSION

By the end of this session you will:

üUnderstand some of the ways that we learn best
üChallenge your own thinking around what learning means to you
ü Think about some techniques to help others to learn
üBe aware of the ‘triggers’ that really help learners to engage
üBe better placed to help others to learn
üBuild your confidence as an educator



THE SAGE ON                    
THE STAGE

THE GUIDE BY             
THE  SIDE

THE PRACTITIONER IN 
THE “PIT” OF LEARNING

§ Teacher as expert and 
transmitter of knowledge. 

§ Student passive consumer 
of knowledge. 

§ Learning assessed through 
memorisation and testing. 

§ Teacher as guide in 
personalised learning

§ Student learns through 
interaction 

§ Learning assessed 
through course work.

§ Teacher becomes 
designer

§ Student becomes creator 
and maker

§ Learning assessed 
through making

Teacher centred Learner centred 

As we move out of school we move away from relying on delivered information and discover learning for ourselves.5



DISCUSSION AND ACTIVITY

Ø What was learning like at school?
Ø What was learning like at college/university?
Ø What type of learning do you like best?
Ø What helps you to learn?

Now...

As a group, generate 5 ‘rules for learning’ – things that you think 
help us to learn. Then we debrief.



DISCUSSION ACTIVITY

Ø Does the way we learn change depending on who we are and 
our personality?

Ø Does the way we learn changes depending on what we are 
learning? If so, how?

Ø Do we only learn in school, in college or in a training room? If 
no, where else do we learn?



ACTIVE LEARNING
Ø Active learning is also called ‘learning by doing’
Ø It means getting out of your chair and doing something
Ø Play is a form of active learning
Ø When we are active, we are engaged – when we have fun, we learn
Ø We are involved - we try things out
Ø We develop confidence because we can see results
Ø We have greater opportunities to get feedback and to reflect
Ø Learning is more relevant, particularly ‘skills’ learning
Ø We have to think and do, not just passively receive

NOW, AS A GROUP, COME UP WITH 5 EXAMPLES OF ACTIVE LEARNING



EXAMPLES OF ACTIVE LEARNING

üRoleplays
üGames
üProblem-solving challenges
üDiscussions
üThink/Pair/Share
üDesigning or creating things
üMaking or building things
üETC.



WHY ACTIVE LEARNING?



LET’S DO SOME ACTIVE LEARNING NOW

THE 3 WHYS LEARNING GAME 

Ø Let’s play – and learn!



LEARNING COLLABORATIVELY

üLearning from others – we are surrounded by others all 
the time

üLearning with others – we share the learning journey
üLearning in teams – we coordinate to tackle a learning 

task
üLinked to active learning – active learning is often a 

collaborative experience



DISCUSSION ACTIVITY

ØHow does learning with others help us to learn?
ØWhat can we learn from others?
ØWhat does it feel like to learning with others?
ØAre there any challenges to learning with others?



WHY LEARNING COLLABORATIVELY?

IT’S FUN

IT BUILDS SKILLS

INVOLVING
AND ENGAGING IT’S LIKE LIFE!

WE LEARN FROM 
AND WITH

IT’S ACTIVE



EXAMPLES OF COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

ØGroup discussions
ØTeam games
ØPaired activities
ØGroup problem solving activities
ØProject-based learning



EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING



WHAT IS EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING?

Ø We apply what we learn
Ø We try, we fail, we reflect
Ø We have a real-world experience from which we can learn
Ø It’s repetitive – we learn, we try, we reflect, we change, we 

repeat
Ø It’s active and often collaborative



DISCUSSION

ØWhat parts of your schooling were experiential?
ØWhat have your learned through experience –

either in school/college or in life?
ØIs everyone comfortable with failure (which is a key 

part of experiential learning)? If not, why not?
ØHow might you get Faceworkers to learn 

experientially?



WHY EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING?

Ø You can apply what you have learned – brings learning alive
Ø You see for yourself what works and what doesn’t – immediate 

and real feedback
Ø You see, feel and believe your progress – like riding a bike!
Ø You are usually developing other skills as you go – teamwork, 

communication skills, self-confidence etc.
Ø It works – not based on memory but based on reality



A FEW WORDS ABOUT RELEVANCE

Ø We learn best when our learning is relevant to us
Ø As educators, we can make learning more relevant by telling 

stories and using examples that our learners recognise
Ø We can ask smart questions that get learners thinking about 

their own lives
Ø We can use language that is inclusive and accessible
Ø We can remind them why they are learning what they are 

learning



PULLING IT ALL TOGETHER

Ø We can build all of these techniques into learning
Ø We can learn actively, with and from others, experientially, 

through doing, from our mistakes, through reflection
Ø We can make learning engaging, fun, exciting and relevant
Ø Every moment of learning will not be like this
Ø But we can create lots of these moments and it will change 

people
Ø This type of learning is particularly powerful for what we 

are trying to do at Facework



WRAP UP

DISCUSSION

Ø What are the big messages you take away from today?
Ø What did you remember most?
Ø What will you do as a result of today – what will you work on?
Ø How will you put into action what you have learned today –

what’s your plan for change?
Ø How will this be useful to you in your role with Facework?


